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From: Greenleaf Financial Group
To: info@greenleaf-fg.com

Hello Greenleaf,
Welcome to Our Client Newsletter

Scams, Fraud, and Cybercrimes:
How to Stay Alert Against These
Proliferating Threats

Question: My Elderly Parents
Need More Assistance Than I
Can Provide From A Distance.
Who Can Help Me?

Market News: Popular
Investments Tumble

Scams, Fraud, and
Cybercrimes: How to

Stay Alert Against These
Proliferating Threats

Skepticism used to be a
good defense against scams.
If it sounded too good to be
true, it was a ruse.

Unfortunately, wariness isn't
enough anymore. Criminals
are adept at exploiting
isolation and timely concerns
or vulnerabilities. The FBI
reported that losses to
online crooks alone
surpassed $4.2 billion last
year.

One fairly recent scam that
has proliferated is tech-
support fraud that requires
an upfront payment. This
crime was reported by
15,421 victims with the
majority age 60-plus.

Millions were also lost last
year to romance scams,
sophisticated look-alike
emails, and fraudulent

Question: My Elderly
Parents Need More

Assistance Than I Can
Provide From A Distance.

Who Can Help Me?

Answer: An aging parent
often needs assistance
obtaining medical care or
with their finances,
transportation needs,
housing, and other
concerns. With families far
away, it often makes sense
to hire good help.

One option is a geriatric-care
manager or "aging life care
manager." Such a person
can provide multiple services
and be your eyes and ears
from a distance. The Aging
Life Care Association will
help you find and select a
professional.

Additionally, you may be
pleased to find out that
friends and neighbors aren't
your only nearby resources.
The U.S. Administration on
Aging can connect you to

Market News: Popular
Investments Tumble;
Boring is Back in Style

We've been here before.
Eager investors buy up
trendy investments only to
see the frenzy suddenly turn
ice cold.

Recently, cryptocurrencies,
SPACs (special-purpose
acquisition companies), and
glamorous startups such as
Social Finance (SoFi) and
electric-car company Lucid
Motors have all fallen at
least -30%.

Meanwhile, stocks in "old
economy" areas such as
energy, manufacturing, and
commodities have enjoyed
the best recent results as
the economy expands and
demand for raw materials
causes prices to rise.

We've seen this scenario
over and over. When people
are sure they can make a
fast buck, when they buy

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VAITMspS_QR4OHKw1HyWCI6FRTKeLw5Tx1iTbIa8e4CH6b5LdAxC0E1wKXGvPCKSTTeTSNWqZudNnWCKrGkxq2PQq0jA-Y0s8yKt1efVTGJGPAHVQho-V5L-FmSBjXiXqm3NgWL3J45BKI_kr3g-gg==&c=boueRDNTEoDJMv_fRaMxWNf9Hx0YzDwpYQRkD71mt-NY0MO9Ua1AlA==&ch=Zw-va27dETjLVvOpc5mpxiYLjXb7Itmj6cEWMp1gLNcmewS-MvT_ow==
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emails, and fraudulent
COVID-related claims.
These, alas, are the known
cases. Many more go
unreported.

Awareness is more
important than ever. We
recommend signing up for
AARP's "Watchdog Alert"
emails here. In addition,
AARP's extensive online
resources known as the
"Fraud Watch Network" are
free to all.

The monthly paper AARP
Bulletin is full of good tips
and with a membership
special at just $9 per year
for 5 years, it's a tiny cost
for great information.

Another trustworthy source
for learning about scams
and frauds is Kiplinger's
Personal Finance magazine
and website.

Even the savviest among us
can be taken in when our
defenses are down. Please
feel free to check with us
any time you encounter
something concerning.

Aging can connect you to
eldercare services near
your parents. Enter their
zipcode here and explore the
resources in your parents'
community.

fast buck, when they buy
companies based on internet
tips instead of careful
research, they aren't
investing, they're gambling.

True long-term investors
with a diversified portfolio
may sometimes feel they are
missing out when popularity
is driving performance.
However, they are the ones
building and retaining
wealth. It's a slow process,
but a lasting one.

We are grateful that our
clients have embraced this
viewpoint. We strive to
deliver good results without
excessive risk. Our approach
may sometimes seem dull,
but it stands the test of
time. We are always happy
to discuss your investment
strategy and holdings with
you.
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